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Grow Your Practice 10X

Biomed Webinar

June 13, 2017

Presented by 

Dr. Lorne Brown B.Sc., CA, Dr.TCM, FABORM, CHt

How I Learned What I’m Sharing 

with you today

B.Sc, CPA, Dr.TCM, FABORM, CHt
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Learning Objectives:

• Learn how your belief systems and attitudes impacts your 

practice success

• The most important habits of successful practitioners

• Marketing & referral magnets: attracting new and reactivating 

past patients

• Daily, weekly and monthly action steps to become a 

prosperous practitioner

• Three things you can do to grow your practice 10X

Why health professionals fail in practice

Like It Or Not, You’re A Business Owner!  
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Mindset

It starts with attitude
“Nothing can stop the man with the right mental attitude from 

achieving his goal; nothing on earth can help the man with the 

wrong mental attitude.” ~ Thomas Jefferson

Mindset

Attitude towards Money
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The Prosperous healer

Mindset

Anyone can start but only a few actually finish

Success is a Function of Mindset
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Success vs Failure

— Jim Rohn Quotes

“What is easy to do is also 

easy not to do.”

Mindset

Persistence pays off
“Fall down nine times, stand up ten.” 

Japanese proverb
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Two types of human suffering

The pain of REGRET

Or

The pain of DISCIPLINE

~ Jim Rohn
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Attitudes & Behaviors of

Prosperous Entrepreneurs

What is the Greatest Asset and 

Liability to Your Practice?

YOU!
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Continually Invest in yourself

Continued Learning

“People who have achieved great success are 

not necessarily more skillful or intelligent than 

others. What separates them is their burning 

desire and thirst for knowledge. The more one 

knows, the more one achieves.”

— Robin Sharma

DO

SOMETHING TODAY

THAT YOUR

FUTURE SELF

WILL

THANK YOU

FOR.
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Base decision on Return on 

Investment (ROI) not the cost 

Attitudes & Behaviors of
Prosperous Entrepreneurs

“I only expect people to pay me or provide me with 

opportunities after they are confident  that they are getting 

greater value & benefit  in return”

Attitudes & Behaviors of
Prosperous Entrepreneurs
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To attract patients…

YOU need to be 

attractive
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Your Fees are tied to your perceived 

VALUE

• To have more you simply have to become more

• Don’t wish for it to be easier – wish for you to be 
better

• Become 3 times more valuable so you can make 3 
times more money.

~ Jim Rohn

Attitudes & Behaviors of
Prosperous Entrepreneurs
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Review key concepts

• Mindset

• Compound effect – Persistence is key

• Decisions based on return on investment not 

how much it cost

• Invest in yourself  because you are your 

greatest asset

• Create value & go the extra mile

• Success requires action

Growing your practice

Marketing and attracting patients
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Building a Busy Practice

• Requires continuous referrals

• Referrals come from:

– Having informed admin staff

– Creating informed patients

– Being an informed TCM practitioner

Easy to refer 

• Expert status

• Mindshare

• Remove risk and 

obstacles 
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Purpose of Marketing

• Create awareness & mindshare

• Stepping stones

• Bridges

Always have a call to action

Marketing practices

Stepping stones

• Public talks

• Complimentary 15-30 min consult

• Acupuncture happy hour

• Articles for magazines

• Weekly Blog and email newsletter (create value)

• Collect testimonials

• Press releases

• Write a book 

• Reactivation - Call or email patients you have not see in 
in awhile (3 a week) and check in how they are doing.
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Marketing practices

Bridges

Patient and 

Professional referrals

Marketing practices

How to approach medical doctors 

• Create value for them

–Find out their needs and how your 
relationship can benefit them

• Create Trust

• Allow for time to build a  long-term 
relationship

• Find and cultivate physician champions
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Developing a referral relationship with 

Medical doctors & …..

• ask your mutual patients to be sure and tell their MD 
about the benefits they are receiving from seeing you.

• refer them your patients for work ups.

• to schedule a lunch and learn for the support staff and 
nurses.

• It is all about relationships 

• Attend their talks and introduce yourself

• Be Confident and share how you can help them and 
their patients – make it about them not you

• Re tweet their post, share their face book post

Developing a referral relationship with 

Medical doctors & …..

• Thank you letter (first referral)

• Initial findings and treatment plan

• Revaluation (progress) report

• Refer patient back to MD 

• Confidently communicate with MD if you have 

questions or suggestions

Good medicine &

Maintain mindshare
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Enrolling patients into your care

• First – Promise vs
Price

– Do they believe you 
are a solution to their 
problem

– Value!

• Communication 

– Do not talk in Klingon

Enrolling patients into your care

• First – Promise vs Price

• Reminder calls or emails

• New patients – expectation for number of 

visits and frequency to see benefit.

• Suggest when they return for treatment

• Report of findings

• Patient education – reevaluation to keep them 

out of the “bad gap”
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Building the Relationship

“Patients do not care how much you know

Until they know how much you care” 

~ Late John Shen

It is so simple that there is great risk you 

will ignore or dismiss the following action 

steps
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Daily 

Action steps

– Gratitude exercise

– Review goals 

– Reminder calls/emails

– Letters to doctors

– Report of findings for every patient

– Master how to enroll patients

– Ask for referrals and testimonials

Weekly

Action steps

– Blog

– Reactivate patients by sending Email

– Continuing education – protect your confidence

– Social media

– Review goals

– Set up one lunch meeting per week with referral 

sources
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Monthly

Action steps

– newsletter

– Public talk

– Acupuncture happy hour

– Reevaluation to keep them out of gap

– Review and update goals

– Connect with current referral sources

– Press Releases (every quarter)

Three things you can do to grow your 

practice 10X

1. Change your mindset – Attitude – your actions are congruent with your beliefs

2. Invest in yourself daily and weekly & Communicate your value – you are their solution

3. Take action  .  Thinking and beliefs are not enough.  Daily action must follow.

4. Bonus:  Build a team around you… hire for cultural fit.  (first you need to become a leader.. Be the change 

and then you can build the dream team).  
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Gratitude

The successful person that has not learned 

gratitude will not be happy.

And without happiness, which depends directly 

on the ability to be grateful, success in life mean 

very little.

~ Dan Sullivan (strategiccoach.com)

Being successful is not 

doing extraordinarily 

things.

Being successful is 

simply doing ordinary 

things extraordinarily 

well.

Success
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Take home messages

• It starts with mindset

• Persistence (Daily activities)

• Create value

• Communicate value

• Protect your confidence – invest in yourself

• Daily Action

Like it or not… you are a small business owner
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Resources 
Books:

• The Practitioners Path To Success by Dan Clements

• The Compound Effect by Daren Harding

• Missing The Point by Lorne Brown  
www.missingthepointbook.com

Online courses (prodseminars.com)

• Cracking the New Patient Code – Dan Clements

• Retention, Return, Reactivation: Making the Most of Your 
Patient Base – Dan Clements

• From Burnout to Balance - Creating a Lasting, Meaningful and 
Successful Career – Dan Clements

• No Gimmicks - Nicole Lange

• The Holistic Manifestation - Method Nicola Salter

The World Needs More Prosperous Healers

www.missingthepointbook.com
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Contact info

lorne@prodseminars.com

www.prodseminars.com

www.medigogy.com

www.ifsymposium.com

www.acubalance.ca

“Choose a job that you like, and you will never 

have to work a day in your life.”

-Confucius
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Learning Objectives Covered

1. Learn how your belief systems and attitudes impacts your practice success

– Your actions are congruent with your beliefs and your thinking

2. The most important habits of successful practitioners

• Persistence

• invest in themselves (become more valuable and hence attractive to their patients

• Communicate the value

• Niche – not everyone needs to be your patient

• ROI decision

3. Marketing & referral magnets: attracting new and reactivating past patients

• Niche

• Communicate your are a solution… trust and confidence

• Remember persistence is key

4. Daily, weekly and monthly action steps to become a prosperous practitioner

5. Three things you can do to grow your practice 10X

• Change your mindset – gratitude (successful people are happy – Shawn Anchor the happiness advantage). Attitude –

your actions are congruent with your beliefs

• Invest in yourself daily and weekly & Communicate your value – you are their solution

• Take action  .  Thinking and beliefs are not enough.  Daily action must follow

• Bonus Build a team around you… hire for cultural fit.  (first you need to become a leader.. Be the change and then you 

can build the dream team).  Save for another lecture.


